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Abstract 

This paper discusses a VP bandwidt.h management. with connection admission control 
(CAe) based on traffic measurement.s, i.e., Dynamic CAC, in ATM networks. Dynamic 
CAC init.ially assigns a bandwidt.h equivalent. t.o it.s peak cell rate for a new connect.ion 
and then corrects it after traffic measurement. So Dynamic CAC has the advant.age of 
statist.ical multiplexing gain. eyen when only t.he peak cell rate is notified to the network. 
To use Dynamic CAC eifecth'ely, however, it. is important to appropriately set. a parameter 
t.hat specifies t.he weight of t.raffic charact.erist.ics in deciding admission. TI,is parameter is 
called a smoothing parameter. Tl,i8 paper develops a method of designing t.he smoothing 
paramet.er. 

1 Introduction 

In Asynchronous Transfer l"Iode (ATI\\) networks. a fixed si;r,e block called a cell is used t.o 
t.ransport vnrieties of informat.ion alld t.here are no complicat.ed controls such as retrans
mission. Therefore, ATI'v[ networks can provide high-speed broadband communication. 
In addit.ion. they can assign net.work resources flexihly to each connection because the 
necessary number of cells are generated according to the amount of information to be 
conveyed. However. due to these characteristics of ATM networks, new traffic control 
techniques are required in AT1,,1 networks, 1'111' two fundamental traffic controls in ATM 
networks are Connection Admission Cont.rol (CAC) and Usage Parameter Control (UPC). 
In CAC (FigllTe 1), a user not.ifies the characteristics of a Virtual CI,annel (VC) at the 
connection set.up, called traffic descriptor, and t.he net.work judges whether or not there 
are enough resollrres for t.he VC, if t.here nre, it nccept.s t.l,e VC. In UPC, t.he netv"ork 
monit.ors how t.he not.ified t.rnffic charact.erist.ics conform to t.he act.ual ones of t.he VC and 
imposes a penalty sllch nS discarding or tagging cells if t.hey do not. conform. 

One of t.he main problems wit.h resource manngement. hased on CAC and UPC is the 
predictabilit.y of t.raffic charact.erist.ics. The ITU-l' re('ommendat.ion[l] states t.hat one of 
t.he traffic pnrameters describing trnffir descriptor must he the peak cell rate, and that 
other parameters. sllch nS sust.ainable cell rate and b1lrst. t.olerance, will he standardi;r,ed. 
However, m,t1l)' services sl1ch as high-speed dnt.a communication cannot. specify traffic 
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characteristics other than the peak cell rate at the time of connection setup. Thus, 
economical comm1l1lication cannot be provided for such services when enough handwidth 
to accommodate the peak cell rate is assigned for the whole duration of the connection. 
One technique for overcoming this situation is Dynamic CAC. This CAC measures the 
number of cells arriving at each VP and judges the admission of a new VC based on that 
measurement and on the peak cell rate of the VC (Fig.2). Since Dynamic CAC uses the 
traffic measurement, VCs can be statistically multiplexed even when the only peak cell rate 
is notified to the network. To use dynamic CAC effectively, it is important to appropriately 
set a parameter that specifies t.he weight of traffic measurement in deciding admission. 
This parameter is called a smoothing parameter. The case for a homogeneolls traffic 
conditions is discussed in Ref. [2). The present papaer extends the method of designing 
the smoot.lling paramet.er to lleterogeneous traffic conditions. 

2 Dynamic CAC 

In this sectiOlI. we describe Dynamic CAC and its smoothing parameter. Although Dy
namic CAC is applicable even when the traffic descriptor includes parameters other t.han 
the peak cell rate. we consider t.he case where traffic descriptors have only the peak cell 
rate according to tIle 1992 ITU-T recommendation in this paper. In addition, we assume 
that. UPC works properly and that the arrival peak cell rates from users are always kept 
below the not.ified ones. 

2.1 Algorithm of Dynamic CAC 

Throughout this paper, we denote t.he VP bandwidth by C, the output buffer size by l\' 
and the length of the ceIl by l. The traffic measurement scheme for Dynamic CAC is 
as follows. 'Ye C0111lt the cells arriving at the output buffer during a fixed-length period 
tv which is definded by w = r . liC. "Ve call this period a measurement period, and 
furthermore we call the period consisting of N measurement periods the update period. 
"Ve denote the measured frequency distribution in these N periods at the fth update 
period by q(k. f) (I., = 0,1.·· .). Set q(t) = T (q(O, f), q( 1, f)",,), where T A for a matrix A 
means its trallsposed matrix. The following prOCedllTe estimates the distribution of the 
number of arriving cells. We write this est.imated distribution as p(t). 
(1) If tIle number of existing VCs does not change during an update period, 

p(f + 1) = O'q(t) + (1 - O')p(f). (0:0:;0':0:;1) 

This parameter 0' is said a smoothing parameter. 
(2) ""hen a new c1ass-j VC request is connected in the tth update interval such that the 
maximum Ilumber of cells arriving UvINA) during the fixed-length interval w from the 
new connection is R.i- the renewing procedure is 

p(t + 1) = ~j[p(t»)-
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Here, for p(t) == T(ji(O,t),P(l,t), ... ), we define <Pj[p(t)] by 

if>j[p(t)] == 

o 

o 
P(O, t) 
P(1, t) 

1l( RT - Rj, t) 
o 

1 

RT + 1 
RT+2 

where RT is the slim of all !vINAs in all the connected VCs (including the new one). This 
equation means that the number of cells arriving from .the new VC is a priori assumed to 
be R j • The .... alue Rj is given by the peak cell rate described by a user. 
(3) \Vhen a VC connection with I\INA == Hj completes its service and is released during 
the tth lip date period, we use the following procedure: 

p(t + 1) == !1j[P(t)]. 

Here, for p(t) == T(ll(O.t),P(l,t),·· .), we define !1j[p(t)] by 

!1,[p(t)] == 

Il( 0,1) 
1l( 1,1) 

Tl(HT- Rj -1.t) 

'L~nT-n) ]l(/", t) 
o 

1 
2 

RT - Rj 
RT - RJ + 1 
RT - Rj + 2 

where RT is the sum of all !vINAs in all the connected VCs (including the released one). 
"Vhen there is no estimation error, t11e estimate of the upper bound of the cell loss 

ratio can be obtained from this distribution p(t) by applying Ref.[1],[3],[4]. Dynamic 
CAC decid('s whether a n('w connection request during the (t + 1 )th update period may 
be accepted or not llSi ng the estimate RU)(t + 1). which is the estimat(' of the upperbound 
of the c('lI-loss-ratio assuming it is accepted. It is defined by 

'(.) ) 'Lk':-oma;r{O,/.'-. r}jj~)(Lt) 
R .7 (t + 1 = ==-~-..,..,.,.--"-~-'--'--'-

'L~o /"]l~)(k, t) 

where ll~) (k, t) is the (k + 1 )th comporn('nt of the wetor <l> j[p(t)]' r ::; (1\' + 1 )/2. 

2.2 Smoothing parameter 

(1) 

Dynamic CAe corrects the bandwidth assigned according to a SOllfC(' traffic descriptor by 
using tIl(' measllred I1llmber of arriving cells and the smoothing parameter o. \Vhen 0 is O. 
the CAC assigns the p(,ak-cell-rate bandwidth to each VC. This results in low utili7,ation. 
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but it can attain high quality. 'Vhen 0 is nearly 1. Dynamic CAC may misjudge whether 
a new VC request is acceptable or not. becallse the distribution p(t) is greatly influenced 
by the last measurement. 

However, in generaL it is expected that Dynamic CAC supports QOS requirements 
sufficielltly for the following reason. First, VI' bandwidth is milch larger than VC band
width. so rnpid changes in a few users' traffic characteristics do not make the QOS worse. 
Second. the estimate fJCi)(t + 1) in Bq.(l) is upper-bounded. And even if cell loss has 
occurred frequently. the congestion cont.rol in Ref.[.5] works effect.ively, so network per
formance is not. so bad. In order t.o gain the advantages of statistical multiplexing, it is 
important. to consider how t.o design the smoothing parameter. In this paper. we describe 
a method for designing the smoothing parameter for heterogeneous traffic conditions. \Ve 
consider t.he error probabilit.y t.hat a llew VC reql1est is accepted when the VI' is satu
rated with VCs. This design method improves st.at.istical multiplexing limiting t.he eTTor 
probability to below a certain fixed level. 

2.3 Smoothing parameter design method 

One ofthe useful charact.erist.ics of Dynamic CAC is t.hat it operates well without assuming 
any particular cell arrival process model. However, in general, the most suitable smoothing 
parameter for improving statistical multiplexing depends on the traffic characteristics of 
VCs in the VI'; for example. the arrival rat.e. the holding time, the peak cell rate, and 
the average cell rate. It. is not realist.ic to modify the smoothing parameter in real time 
as these t.hese t.raffic cllaracteristics challge. In this paper, we consider a method of 
designing the smoot.hing paramet.er for Dynamic CAC on a long t.ime scale, such as a day, 
week or month. TIl(' refo re. in order t.o design t.he smoothing parameter, we consider t.he 
cell arrival process model from the design viewpoint. Note that p(t) and t.he estimate 
iJ(jl(t + 1) have a cert.ain v'Ilues wlwn Dynamic CAC has done. so they are not ramdom 
variables. However, from a design viewpoint. t.hey are random variables depending on 
the traffic characteristics and the parameters of Dynamic CAC, because the number of 
arriving cells, t.lle setup t.imes, and the released time of VCs change statistically. 

\Ve denote the cell loss rate object.ive by RD. alld assume that m class VCs accumulate 
ill the VI'. 

2.4 Traffic Model 

Dynamic CAe decides whether to accept or reject. a new VC request by considering it.s 
anticipated traffic charact.eristics. tIl(' QOS requirement.s of VCs. and the evaluated cell
loss-ratio at. t.he output buffers of the swit.ch. If we regard the VI' as a server. a cell 
transfer as a sen·ire. and a cell as a customer. we can consider the output part. of the 
switch to be a single server queue system wit.h finite buffers. 

2.5 Formulation 

First, let us formulat.e t.he conditions ulHler which we will design an appropriat.e smoothing 
parameter. 
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2.5.1 Saturation of VP 

Let n = (11\.112.' ", 11m) be a vector such that its jth component 11j means the number 
of class-j VCs connected on the VP simultaneously, and let q(k : n) be the probability 
that the measured number of cells arriving during the fixed-length interval w is ~,. Ref.[4] 
shows that if n satisfies 

Lk=O max{O,k - r}q(k: n) 
""'" k I. ~ Bo, L...i..=o .q(h' : n) 

the cell-loss-ratio objective Bo is guaranteed. tet the set c0l1sisting of n satisfying this 
equation be V. and a subset l/j of ",. be dennE'd by 

l/j = {n E V : (11 \, .•• , 11j + 1, ... ,11m) ~ If}. 

\Ve say that thE' VP is saturated for class-j VCs when n belongs to Vj (j = 1. ... ,m). 

2.5_2 Estimate of the Cell Loss Ratio 

To clarify the dE'pendE'nce of n upon the estimate iJ(jl(t + 1), p(t). we rewrite iJ(jl( t + 1) 
and p(t) as fJCil(t + 1 : nl and p(t : n) respectively. Note that 

B'W . _ L~Ol1)(}:l·{O.k - r}fi~l(~,.t: n) 
(t + l. n) - (l . 

L~o kjj~ (k, t : n) 

In genE'ral the limits limt_oo fjUl(t + 1 : n) and limt_oo p(t) do not exist at all times. 
However. it is natural to assume that the process {Mtn becomes embedded IVlarkovian 

process. considering the process shortly aft!'r a VC setup request arrives. Namely. if tn 
is the update period during which thE' 11th class-j VC setup request arrives, then the 
process {p(tn )}~l is l\Iarkovian. ThereforE' WE' assume the limits limtn_00 p(tn : n) and 
limtn_x, iJ(jl(tn + 1 : n) do exist. Next. considE'r the estimate iJ(il(n). which is given by 

iJUl(n)"'d lim iJUl(tn +l:n) 
tn-,x> 

(2) 

wherE' A "'d B means tl1at two random variablE'S A and B have the same probability 
distribution. To E'valuate the error probability which is the probability that the rE'quest 
of a VC of new c1ass-j is accepted even whE'n the VP is saturated for class-j VCs (FigA). 
we analyzE' the relationship between the smoothing parameter and a percE'ntile point of 
the distribution of iJUl(n) in the nE'xt subsE'ction. 

2.5.3 Model for a Fixed Number of VCs 

BecausE' it is difficult to analyze tIlE' traffic modE'1 taking arrivals of VC setup requE'sts 
and rE'leases into ac-count strictly, we introducE' a model for a fixed number of VCs in 
order to simplify the analysis of the traffic characteristics on the VP shortly after a VC 
setup request arrives (Fig.3). In this modE'1 we assume that a VC connection SE'tup request 
arrives if and only ifthe same class of VC connE'ct.ion has just been released. Our parameter 
design method can be divided into two parts: nrst. deciding the appropriate smoothing 
parameter in spE'cial cases (i.e., for a nXE'd l1umber of established VCs in the VP); and 
second. extending this gE'neral case by taking the weighted mean of these smoothing 
parameters. 

The mod!'l for a nxed Number of VCs is b<lsecl on the following assumptions. 
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• As soon as a VC connection is released, a VC connection of the same class arrives 
and is accepted, 

• The arrival stream of r1ass-j VC connections is a Poisson process with arrival rate 
Aj. Alld we assume that there is at most one arrival or one release ofVC connections 
during one update period, and that judgement of connection acceptance is carried 
out at the end point of the update period when the connection request has arrived. 

• The maximum number of cells arriving from a c1ass-j VC is Rj and the average 
number is rI j. 

• The cell arrival process from an individual VC has on-states and off-states, and cells 
are generated only during on-states according to its peak cell rate. In addition, 
state trallsitions between an on-state and an off-state occur only at tIle border of 
two consecutive meaSllrement periods. Consider the length of an OIl-state Xj and 
the length of an off-state Yj. Let [,j be the average length of an on-state. The 
probability distriblltions of Xj and Yj are given by 

Pr{Xj = kw} = (1- pj)p~-l, Pr{lj = kw} = (1- qj)qj-l k 2:: 1, 

where Pj and qj are given by 

Now we introduce the following notations and assumptions. 

2.5.4 Notation 

RT : RT = Lj~1 l1jRj 

AT! : AT = L.7::1 l1jAj 

N : the number of measurement periods that make up one update period 

{1li(t) = j} : the event of a rlass-j VC connection being admitted during the tth update 
period. 

XI.4 : tIle conditional probability of random variable X under tIle condition that event 
A has occurred. 

!vIj : a. random variable expressing the number of VC connections in on-states under the 
condition that l1j VC connections exist in the VP. 

1r(j) = T( r.U)( 0), r.Ul ( 1),···) stationary probability distribution of random variable Mj. 
That is 

( 

Pr{Mj = O} ) 
1r(j) = pr{M( = I} . 

Prp"j = l1j} 

It is easiy to see that His is a binomial distribution with parameter l1i, Ail Ri' 

e(i) : (l1jR.i + 1) x (l1j + 1): matrix whose (i + l,x + 1) component is O;,J:Rj' i 
O.···.l1jRj,:l' = O,···,l1i' where oi,i is Kronecker's symbol. 
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2.5.5 Assumptions 

Assume that there aTe the following IimitR on random vectors under the Fixed Number of 
VCs l\Iodel. We write q(k: n), RU)(n) aR q(k), R(j) for simplicity. 

q = T(q(O), q( 1),.··) : random vector which means the measured frequency distribution 
during a fixed-lengtll interval tl.' for a stationary state. That is 

1 t 
q "'d lim - Lq(s). 

f-oo t 
s=1 

p~) = T{lj~)(O).lj~)(I),···} : limit of the random variable p~)(t) just before a c\ass-j 
VC connection is admitted. 

• U) 1" • ( 1)1 p- = t.:!~ p t - 'lI(f)=i 

p~) = T {1)~)(0),J#)( I), .. ·} : limit of the random variable p~)(t) just after a class-j VC 
connection is admitted. 

p~) = lim 'Y"i[p(t)I'lI(t)=j), 
t-= 

where, for PIt) = T{Jj( 0 : t), p(l : t),· .. ), 

o 

o 
1>(0 : t) 

Ij(RT-Rj-l :t) 

r:.~RT-Rj p(k: t) 
o 

2.6 Percentile Point of Distribution iJCil(n) 

vVe analyze the relationship between the smoothing parameter and a percentile poi nt of 
the distriblltion of random variable jJ(j)( n). The parameter design method in this paper 
is based on this amllysis. vVe write the expectation of a random variable X as E[K). 

Now we denne the average and He autocovariance matrix of the random variable p~) 
by the following. 

E[p~)) 

Cov{p~),p~)} 

T(E[7j~)(O)J, E[z>~)(1»),.·.) 

Ef p~) . p~))- T E[p~))E[p~)). 

Using this. the estimate fl(j) is repreRenteri hy 

iJ • Ci) 
iJCi) = r' p+ 

iJo . p~) 
(3) 
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r + 1 
.-'--, 

Here tJ r = {O, ···.0, 1,2.···}.tJo = {O,1.2.3.· .. }. 
Next. we use the asymptot.ic expansion shown in [10] to calculat.e approximately the 

average and the variance of iJU). 

E[iJ(j)] 

tJ 1:[' (j)] {J E[' (i)] {J C {' (j) ,(j)} T tJ 
~ r' ~P+ + r' ~P+ 3.tJO.C01){p~),i>~)}.TtJo- r'OVP+,P+ 2' 0 

tJo ' E[i>~)] {{Jo' E[p~)]} {tJo ' E[p~)]} 
Var[iJ(j)] 

~ { tJ r . E[p~)] } 2 • {tJ r . Cot'{i>~) , p~) } .. T tJo {Jo . C 01'{p~) , p~)} . T tJo 

tJo . ni>~)] {tJ r . f"(p~)]} 2 + {{Jo . E[p~)]} 2 

2{Jr' Cot,{p~),p~)}, TtJo 

- tJ r · E[i>~)]' {Jo . E[i>~)] }. 
( 4) 

Here we remark that the vector E[p~)] and the matrix Cov{p~), p~)} can be calculated 
numerically using the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1 £[i>~)] and Cov{p~), p~)} satisfy the following sinwitaneous equations. 

~ ni)"i 1 - ro-·\r N ", Y '[E[' (i)]] 
~ )"T . I - (1 - O')c-,\r,'\"w' J ~ P+ 
1=1 

ne:-,\r iVtI• 

+ 1 - (1 _ o:)c\rNw Yj[E[q]] (c) ) 

~ ni)"i 1 - e-·\r Nw Y [C .{' (i) ,(i)}] 
~r'1-(1-O')2e ,\riVw' j .Ot' p+,p+ 
,=1 T 

1)0 8-2 

+ L £[0'2 L (1 - O')29-4-k-1 • Yj[Cov{q(k),q(I)}]ls]dp(s) (6) 
9=2 k.l=O 

In particular, if the aremge length of an on-state is infinite under the condition that other 
pammeters of the model are fixed, in othcr tl'Orris, 

Lj - ov, for j = 1,2.··· ,m, 

(This is sametpith the fact that Pj, qj - ov in section 2.5.3.) then the second equation is 
written in the following form 

~ lIi)"i 1 - e-.\rNw Y'[C {' (i) ,(i)}] 
~ ...,-- . 1 _ (1 _ .)2.-,\rN",· J ot' P+ ,p+ 
i=1 AT a t 

2 2( 1 ,) -2·\r''\"w T[ 0' { -.\rNw - at} '] (-) + J 1 _ (1 _ O')2e-.\r:Vw e + 1 _ (1 _ 0')1' ,\rNw <fJ, I 

where the coefficient £[ qj, </J is given by 
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E[q) {0(1)·1I'(1)}* ••• *{0(m)'1I'(m)} 

9 diag{E[q]} - E[q]. T E[q) 

and the (Iifnition of .symbol * is given in appendix. 
Note that the first equation is inl'Oriant for Lj - 00 because E[q) is irulepen{lent from Lj. 
Proof. See appendix A. 

"Vhen [,j - 00, where j == 1.···. m. the b% percentile of iJ(j) takes the Rmallest value 
(see appendix B). In this caRe, the probability that a new VC connection setup request is 
admitted. derived from this. becomes larger. Now we wish to limit the error probability 
that a new VC is admitted wlwn the VP has been satllTated with VCs. so tl1e assumption 
that Lj - oo,(j == 1,2"" .m) iR appropriate for deRigning a smoothing parameter. 

vVe use notations p~) and B(j) in place of p~) and iJU), when Lj - 00 with 

j == 1,···. m. To estimate the b% percentile point of the distribution iJU) uRing the 
average E[8U)) and the variance F ar[iJU)), we aSRume that the random variable iJU) 
obeys a lognormal distribution for simplicity. By considering the following relationship 
(see appendix B) 

we can eaRily see that its b% percentile point is larger than 

{ 
-. 1 F ar[BU)) I Var[B(j)) } 

up lnE[JJ())1--21n{ _) +l}+ob\lln{ _( +1} . 
. E[HU F ~ E[E J)J2 . 

where ab is the b% percentile point of the standard normal distribution N(O, 1). 
Consequently. we can decide the most suitable Rmoothing parameter, written by 

aU)(n). i.e .. the largest value that satisfies the condition that the b% percentile of the 
distribution iJU)(n) is below the cell-loss-rate objective Bo (Fig .. 5). This implies that we 
can expect the advantages of statistical multiplexing while keeping the error probability 
to below the b% level. 

2.7 Weighted mean of smoothing parameters 

In the previous section we decided the appropriate smoothing parameters {a(j)(n)} for 
n E vj,(j == 1.2,···.111) under the assumptions of the Fixed Number of YCs J\ilodel. 
In this section '.ve will finally decide the most suitable smoothing parameter taking the 
increases and decreases of the number of established YCs into account. Therefore, we 
consider the occurence probability of each established class of YC connections n. And to 
consider the arrivals and departures of YC connectionR as the actual case. we take the 
weighted mean of the smoothing parameters according to the occurence probability. 

Now we consider them on the following situation approximately. That is to say. the 
arrival stream of claRs-j YC connection setup requeRts is a Poisson process with arrival 
rate Aj that holding time iR exponential with parameter Jlj. Therefore we approximate 
the occurrence probability Pr{n} of n to the following product form, 
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where Pj = ).}/p}' 

Next. ,ve consider the conditional probability that the next arrival of VC setllp reqnest 
is of class-j under the condition that the number of established VCs is n. It is easy to see 
that its conditional probClbility is ~. . 

2......;=1 ,\) 
Finally we take the weighted mf'an of the smoothing parameter {O'(.»(n)} as foHmvs. 

fli=1 P;' 0'=('.2::: 2::: 
j (n, . ... nm)EV, ITT=l n) 

(8) 

where (' is a normalization constant, given by 

3 Numerical Examples 

Here. we give some numerical examples to explain our parameter design method. \Ve 
assume that the VP bandwidth is li,O ]Vlb/s, the length of a meaSUTement period 1(' is 
0.36 ms (r = 128). and the number S of measurement periods in an update period is 
1000. 

Example 1 

The first example shows the influence of the holding time on 0'. Assume that the cell loss 
ratio objective 8 0 is 2.0 X 10-5 and that there are two call classes. Class-1 calls arriw at 
a traffic intensity of 10-3 calls/second. their mean holding time is 2·50 s, the peak bit rate 
is .5 !Vlb/s. and tIle aVPTage bit rate is I 1\1b/s. Class-2 calls arrive at a traffic intensity 
of 10-2 calls/second. their mean holding time is 2.5 s, the peak bit rate is .) Mb/s. and 
the average bit rate is 1 Mb/s. The region that can admit VCs guaranteeing the cell loss 
ratio Bo is denoted as V (defined in 2.5.1) in Figure 6. Vi and V! derived from Eq.(2) are 
on the lille cone('ting point (0.100) and (100.0). 

Consider that a class-j,j = 1. 2 call arrives and requests admission. Under the condi
tion that the number of established YCs is n (E VI or V2 ), the cell loss ratio estimates are 
plotted as functions of the parameter 0' in Figure 7. Precisely speaking. FigUTe 7 shows 
the relationship betw('en 0' and the .5% percentile of B(j)( n). For example, if there are no 
class-2 VCs and there are 100 class-l VCs. the relationship between 0" and the .')9(. pecentile 
of iJ(j)( n) is shown by the CUTve labelled (100.0) in Figure 7. If we set 0' such that the .')9(, 

percentile is equal to the ('('lIloss ratio objective Bo. we obtain 0'(1)(100,0) = 0.0.5. This 
implies that if we set 0' to 0.0.'), an arriving c1ass-l VC is admitted with probability 0.0.') 
when the numbers of established class-l VCs and class-2 YCs are 100 and O. respectively. 
Similarly. 0'(2)(0,100) = 0 . .5. These examples reveal an important property. \Vhen the 
holding time is short, the impact of the peak of each YC has a large impact because there 
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are many arrivals. and the probability estimate is often updated by arrivals. As a result. 
a large 0 can be IIsed for a fixed cell loss ratio objective. compan'd with long holdillg-time 
cases. In addition. we can find that. the parameter 0 derived from Eq.(8) is 0.26, which is 
a nlue between 0(1)(100,0) and 0·(2)(0.100). 

Example 2 

This example investigates the influence of tIle peak and average cell rates on o' when the 
mean holding times of both classes are the same. Assume that the cell loss ratio objective 
Eo is 6.8 x lO-s and that there are two call classes. Class-l calls arrive at the traffic 
intensity of 10-2 calls/second, their mean holding time is 2.') s. the peak bit rate is 9 
]v[b/s. and the average bit rate is 1 l\Ib/s. Class-2 calls arrive at t.he traffic intensity 10-2 

calls/second. their peak bit rate is 2A jI,.Ib/s. the average bit rate is 1.2 Mb/s. and the 
mean holding time is also 2.5 s. The region where a lWW VC can be admitted is Figure 
8. The 0 derived from Eq.(8) is OAl (Figure 9). The ratio of the peak bit rate to the 
ayerage bit rate is fairly insensitiye to o. 

Example 3 

This example is given under the condition that the average cell rates of both classes are 
the same. Assume that the cell loss ratio objective Ro is 1.0 X 10-6 and that there are 
two call classes. The peak bit rate of class 1 calls is 12 Mb/s and the average bit rate 
is 0.6 [Vlb/s. The peak bit rat.e of class 2 calls is 1.2 Mb/s and the average bit rate is 
0.6 Mb/s. \Ve consider two cases: (1) Calls of both classes arrive at a t.raffic intensity 
10-3 calls/second. The mean holding times of both classes are 2.50s. (2)Both classes calls 
arrive at the traffic intensity ·1.2 X 10-2 calls/second and the mean holding times of both 
classes are 100 s. Figure 10 illustrates the region V. \\'e conclude that t.he mean holding 
t.ime is more sensitive t.o the design of parameter 0 than is the ratio of the peak bit rate 
t.o t.he average bit rat.e. 

Example 4 

In this example. we ass lime that the VP bandwidth is 200 Mb/s and the other conditions 
are tIle same as in Example 1. to investigate the influence of the VP bandwidth on o. 
Figure 13 shows the relationship between tIle cell loss ratio estimate and the smoothing 
parameter o. Compared with Example 1, more VCs can be admitted because the VI' 
bandwidth is higher (Figure 12). The smootlling parameter (\ derived from E([.(8) is 0.3;) 
in this example. which is larger than in Example 1. If we used the value in Example 1 
with a VP bandwidth of 200 Mb/s, the llumber of the VC tllat could be admitted would 
be smaller and the cell loss ratio performance \vould be better. 

Simulation 

Because of the advantage of being ([llick at figures, it is expected that analytic approach 
is powerful to estimate cell loss ratio. But. remark that we used some assumptions with 
respect to the traffic model and the distribution form of B in order to analyze percentile 
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point of the distribution of fJ simply. Figure 1·1 and Vi showed simulation results of 
the frequency distributions of the cell-loss-ratio estimates E just before the arrival of the 
ve setup reqllest. Solid line is the lognormal distribution whose mean and variance is 
derived as the same manner of section 2. Although the statistics such as the mean and the 
variance of the esti mate fJ derived from the analytic approach are not so different from 
the simulation results, there is room for improvement of the accuracy. For example, here 
the distribution of i3 is assumed to be a lognormal distribution in order to analyze its 
percentile point easy. Other type distributions whose tail are larger than lognormal type 
distributions may be much better to approximate the distribution of E. But in general it 
isn't easy to identify the distribution from two parameters (i.e. mean and variance). It 
remains for further study. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper developed a method for design i ng a smoothing parameter for heterogeneolls 
traffic conditions. \Ve consider the error probability that a new ve is admitted when the 
VP is saturated with ves, and found that this design method limits the error probability 
to below a certain fixed level. The main part of the analysis in this paper is the relationship 
between the smoothing parameter Q. and the b% percentile of the estimate of the cell loss 
ratio upper bound E. In the analysis, we assumed that a cell arrival process from an 
individual ve has on-states and off-states ,md that cells are generated only during on
states. In order to makE' thE' analysis tractable. we introduced the fixed number of VCs 
modE'1. whose parameters are the arrival rate of VCs, the peak cell rate of a VC. Finally 
we took the weighted sum of the smoothing parameters deriwd using the fixed number 
of ves model. 

For future study, a parameter design mE'thod using a transient analysis is requirpc1. 
\Ve havE' not mentioned how to choose 11' and S. In practice, these parameters are 

decided from 110'1,',- many ve setup requests arrive during one update period length lUS. 
If this number is too large, traffic measllfement in each update period cannot be used 
correctly. TherE'fore, wS must be short enough that this number is sufficiently small. 
\Vhen 1I':V is fixed, the balance between 11' and S can be set by implementation conditions. 

A Supplement to Theorem 2.1 

In this appendix. we derive the simultaneous equations of Theorem 2.1. 

A.I Simultaneous Equations of E[p~)l 

Suppose that a class-i call arrives at the t th update period, and no more VCs arriws 
or depart until a class-j call arrives at the t + 8th update period. Then the estimated 

distribution p~) of the number of arriving cells follows, 

Ti[P(t - 1)] 
B-2 

p(t + oS - 1) (1 - O),-l p(t) + 0 L(1 - o)hq(t + s - 2 - h) 
h=O 
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Now, let the time-origin be the beginning of the 1st update period, and let dp(s) 
be the probability that a call arrives during the sth update period. By considering the 
probability under the condition that a class-i call arrives during the t th update period, 
we obtain 

ov 

L E[p(t + s - 1 )il{l(t + s) = j, s)dp(s) 
8=1 

f f E[p(t + s - l)il{l(t) = i, \(I(t + s) = j, s)dp(s)· l1i>"i r 
;=18=1 >"T 

n1 00 8-2. ~ 

L L E[(1 - 0')8-1Yi[p(t - 1») + 0' L(1- O')hq(t + s - 2 _ h)is)dp(s). 11; i 

i=18=1 h=o T 

f '~>"i f E[(1 - O'r- 1is)' (li[E[p(1 - l)il{l(t) = ilJ- E[q])dp(s) + E[q). 
i=:::l T 8=1 

Since 

ieting t tend to infinity, we get 

m 11'>'" l_",-'\T:vw (") 

E[p~») = L ;T' . 1 _ (1 _. O'lE-'\TiVw {1i[E[p~ ))- E[q)} + E[q). 
t=1 '. 

or 

A.2 Simultaneous equations of Cor{p~), p~)} 

No,v assume 

B-2 

COI'{p(t), L(1 - O')hq(t + s - 2 - h)il{l(t) = i, l\I(t + S) = j.s} = O. 
h=O 

This means that we consider only the correlation of the measured cells arriving from 
the tth update period to the t + mth update period. and we can neglect the effect of cells 
that arrive before the nh update period. This is true when cells arrival intervals are long 
enough. Thereforf'. by thf' samema1111f.rasappendixA.l.wf. get the result. 

A.3 E[q] and dJ in the coefficients of Theorem 2.1 

Here we will express E[q) and (j> in the coefficients of Theorem 2.1 by e(j) and 7!"(j) 

(j = 1,2.···.111). 
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A.3.l Expanded expression of E[q] 

First we introduce a convolution for two matrices A and B: A 
That is, 

h1 +h2=i.kl +~·2=.i 

(ai.))andB (b i ]) . 

Here, of course. we also use the previous notations. Let Nt.k be the number ofthe measlITed 
cells in the kth measurement interval in the t 11pdate period. Let et.k = fJ(Nt,k). where 

(i + 1 )th -fJ(i) = T {?, 0, ... , vI, 0, .. J Then, from the definition of q(t), we get 

1 ]V 1 ]V 

E[q(t)] = !if L E[eu,J = N L Pr{et,k = fJ(i)}. 
k=1 k=1 

Observe that 

Pr{et,k = fJ(ij} Pr{Nt,k = i} 

L Pr{:vi,~.) = A,t} .. · Pr{:vi,~) = km }. 

~'l +···+J.·Tn =i 

and that the (A'j + l)th component of a column vector e(j) . 71'(j) is Pr{Ni.~! = kj} for 
j = 1,2", .. m. Therefore 

E[q(t)] = {0(1) ·7I'(l)}* .. ·*{0(m) '7I'(m)} (= E[q]). 

Note that right-hand side of the equation does not depend on t and that q(k : n) in the 
section 2.:"i.1 is equal to E[q(k. t)] for k = 0,1,2, .. ·. 

A.3.2 Expanded Expression of Cm'{q(k), q(k + h)} 

"Ve consider the covariance matrix ofthe meilsured freql1ency distribution q(A,) and q( A, + 
h). By the definition, we hilve 

1 ]V 

Cov{q(k),q(k + h)} = !lf2 L F[e",h' T e"+h,k2]- E[q(k)]· T E[q(k + h)]. 
• ,., =1,k2=1 

Here the (hI + L 112 + 1 )-component of the matrix E[ek,!" . T e"+h,k2] is given by 

Pr{ek,h = fJ(h,),eHh,!', = fJ(h2)} 

Pr{NkJ-, = hI, NHh,!', = h2} 

L Pr{N~~L, = 111, N~~h.k2 = v,}'" Pr{N~:~~ = Urn, NL:L,k' = Vm }. 

111 +"'+l1 m=h1 ,V2+' ,+vm=h2 

Observe that 

P {!If{j) !If(j) } < P {!If(j) } r i k,k, = 11-;,1 k+h,h = Vj _ r 1 k,k, = 11-) , 

and that the right-hand side is the (Uj + I) th component of a column vector 0(j) . 1T U) 

for j = 1,2.···. m. 'VI' have 

E[eu, . T eHh,k,] ~ diag{[0(1) . 1T(1)] * ... * [0(m) . 71'(m)]} (= E[q]), 
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where diag{A} for a column vector A means the diagonal matrix whose component is 
same as that of A. Therefore 

C01,{q(k),q(k + h)}:-S: diag{E[q]} - {E[q]}. T{£[q]} 

We write the rigllt-hand side of the inequality as 4>. 

Remark 

If Lj (j = 1,2,"',m) is infinity, then 

Pr{WCil - u' NUl - v'} - Pr{W!i) - u'} ; k,k, - J'" k+h,~'2 - J - ; k,k, - 'J 

hold. Therefore the equality hold in Eq.(9). 

B When L j ---> =, (j = 1,2, ... ,m) is Infinity 

In this section we analyze the b% percentile of the distribution jJ!i) optimistically. 'We use 
notations p~), iJ(j), p~), and jJ!i) as section 2.6. Recall tllat the denomina.tor of Eq.( 3) 
is the sample average of cells arriving during a measurement period and the numerator is 
that oflost cel1.~. In general in ATM Networks, the cell-loss-ratio is expected to be so small 
(10-6 to 10-9 ) that the coefficient of variation of the denominator is sufficiently smaller 
than that of the numerator. Therefore, the following equations hold approximately. 

iJ r • E[p~)] 
_0 E[ - (j)] 
'UO' - p+ 

iJ r • C01>{p~), p~)} . T iJo 

{iJo . E[p~)lF 

On other hand, from the structure of Eq.(.'», we can see that 

And from the structure of Eqs. (4), (6) and (9), 

C01>{p~),p~)}:-S: COt,{p~),p~)} 

Here :-s: means that the inequality holds componeut-wise. Therefore, 

Therefore, when Lj - Xl, where j = 1,2"",711, then 

This means the b% percentile of distribution jJ(j) is smaller than that of jJ!i) assuming 
that both obey the same type distribution. 
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